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1 Introduction
This paper presents a model of the money market dichotomy between large
and small banks. The empirical literature has repeatedly found that small
banks tend to be net sellers of funds while large banks tend to be net buyers
in the money market.1 Allen et al. [2] review three possible reasons for this
dichotomy. First, if small banks are more risk averse than large banks, as in Ho
and Saunders [27], they would rely on deposits to finance their assets instead of
on the interbank market. Second, smaller banks may prefer deposit financing if
they have lower deposit-taking costs than larger banks. As a third explanation,
Allen and Saunders [3] show that adverse selection resulting from information
asymmetries can also produce this observed pattern of trade if small banks are
perceived as more opaque or riskier than large banks.2
The purpose of this paper is to show that the small-large dichotomy in the
money market can be reproduced by a theoretical model based on diversification
opportunities associated with size. Unlike the previous literature, in my model
banks are risk neutral institutions and there are no information asymmetries
regarding default probabilities or diﬀerences in deposit-taking costs. In sum,
banks are treated symmetrically apart from the assumption that larger banks
are more diversified and face lower risks than smaller banks. Furthermore, and
also unlike the previous literature, my model economy incorporates liquidity
provision by a central bank. Thus, commercial banks may decide to obtain
the liquidity they need first hand from the central bank through an open mar-
ket operation, or borrow it second hand, on an unsecured basis, from another
commercial bank through the interbank market.
In the model, because of the existence of agency costs, being less risky allows
large banks to produce relatively more loans through larger leverage. Further-
more, they will have to pay a smaller risk premium when borrowing on an
unsecured basis in the interbank market. In contrast, smaller banks will be less
diversified and more risky which means producing a lower amount of loans and
borrowing in the wholesale money market with larger risk premiums. As it will
be clear below, producing more loans also implies a larger demand of funds for
payment settlement purposes. Because these payment needs are random and
because smaller banks face worse rates in the interbank market, in equilibrium
they will demand extra funds for precautionary reasons in the open market op-
eration and oﬀer these excess reserves in the interbank market. The opposite
will be true for large banks. Thus, larger banks will be net buyers of funds in
money markets and smaller banks net sellers.
In building up the model, this paper makes a stand about how money is
created in our economies and the role commercial banks, monetary authorities,
1See, among others, Gambs and Kimball [23], Furfine [21], Allen et al. [2], and, more
recently, Cocco et al. [15], Craig and von Peter [17] or the anecdotal evidence described in
Stigum and Crescenzi [37].
2There are other theoretical papers analyzing this dichotomy. Chen and Mazumdar [13]
combine the three explanations described by Allen et al. [2]. Ashcraft et al. [5] impose this
dichotomy by assuming credit constraints and limited participation for small banks.
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and interbank markets play in this process. In the traditional view to which the
papers mentioned above belong, banks act as intermediaries between depositors
and borrowers. The bank lending process starts when a saver deposits an asset
on a bank. After the deposit is made, the bank then loans out those assets
to borrowers. Should a bank need more funds to lend to additional borrowers,
it can search for them in the interbank market. In this case, banks that are
not using all their deposits for loans to customers, can provide them to needed
banks. The existing explanations of the money market dichotomy then rely on
the perceived costs and risks of these diﬀerent forms of funding across banks
with diﬀerent sizes.
As an aside, the money multiplier is one particular way in which this tra-
ditional view considers bank intermediation, with the aim of linking broad (i.e.
M1) with narrow (i.e. M0) definitions of money. According to the money mul-
tiplier, money creation starts when a client deposits outside money in a bank
account. Because banks have to satisfy reserve requirements, a fraction of the
deposits they maintain has to be in the form of reserves but the reminder can
be lent out. These loans are then deposited by other agents at diﬀerent credit
institutions which themselves lend out a fraction of those deposits. Iterating
this argument forward, a given initial amount of outside money multiplies itself
into a much larger amount of bank lending and deposits.
Three important results arise from both the general traditional view on
bank intermediation as well as its particular money multiplier interpretation:
(i) the level of deposits (or the level of reserves) in the banking system acts
as a constraint on the amount of intermediation to be done by banks, (ii) the
amount of deposits in banks is seen as the origin of the amount of credit banks
can produce, and (iii) interbank money markets as well as markets for loans to
nonfinancial institutions and households all deal with the same homogeneous
object, namely, the assets that initially are deposited by savers in commercial
banks.
This traditional view of bank intermediation seems at odds with several
institutional conventions associated with banking in modern economies. First,
as a matter of practice, commercial banks create money, in the form of bank
deposits, when making new loans. When a bank makes a loan, it credits the
client’s bank account with a bank deposit of the size of the loan. Thus, the bank
does not "search" for a depositor from whom to transfer funds to a borrower.
It just creates the new deposit out of the thin air. This view is shared both by
"orthodox" academicians (see Goodhart [26]), as well as central bankers (see,
among others McLeay et al. [34], from the Bank of England, Holmes [28], from
the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, or Constancio [16] from the ECB) and
market practitioners (see Sheard [36]). Importantly, adopting this alternative
mechanism, dubbed "fountain pen" by Tobin [38], implies that it is loans, and
the incentives to create credit, what originates deposits and not the other way
around, as the traditional view contends.
From an accounting perspective, loan creation in reality produces a bank
asset on the amount of the loan together with a bank liability associated with
the deposits, in terms of nominal units of account, the loan creates. Notice that,
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initially when the loan is produced, both the loan and the deposit refer to the
same agent. Then, when this agent wants to dispose of its deposits to make a
payment (which is the fundamental reason the agent asked for a loan in the first
place) two things may happen. If the recipient of the payment has an account
in the same bank as the payer, the bank just rename those deposits. Notice now
the asset and liability in the bank balance sheet refer to two diﬀerent agents
but the timing is reversed as compared with the traditional view. On the other
hand, if the recipient of the payment is not a client of the same bank as the
payer, funds need to be transferred to another depository institution. These
funds are usually reserves, that is, current accounts of depository institutions
at the central bank. In this case, two new double entries are recorded by which
both deposits and reserves are reduced at the credited bank and increased at
the recipient bank.3
This discussion leads to a second challenge of the traditional view, in partic-
ular, of its money multiplier interpretation: the role reserves play in the process
of money creation. Within the multiplier view, reserves are just a mechanical
way to connect the monetary base to broad definitions of money through reserve
requirements. In this sense, this view is silent regarding its application to coun-
tries with no reserve requirements. On the contrary, in reality banks maintain
reserves for two reasons. One is to satisfy reserve requirements wherever these
requirements are in place. However, these requirements are typically defined
over previously held deposits and, therefore, are interest rate insensitive. The
second reason is to satisfy depositor’s payments demand. Whenever a client
wishes to make a payment to be done at another bank, this payment is usually
done with reserves. Thus, reserve demand is driven by the netting of payments
derived from the loan and deposit creation to finance economic activity. Notice
this "netting of payments" should also include deposit competition by which
one bank tries to attract other banks’ deposits.
In general, central banks define their monetary policy stance as a target
on very short rates (i.e. overnight) in money markets. In implementing its
monetary policy, monetary authorities are usually ready to supply, at the target
rate, as much reserves as depository institutions demand. When the monetary
policy stance changes, the central bank modifies its interest rate target but still
"reads" the amount of reserves needed to support that new target from demand
by commercial banks. The arguments in this and the previous paragraphs then
suggest that both deposits and reserves are a consequence of the loan production
and, therefore, cannot constrain loan creation by banks as is implicit in the
traditional view.
The role of reserves in our banking systems also generates a third observa-
tion regarding the traditional view. In reality, reserves, in the form of current
accounts at the central bank, are a completely diﬀerent object than customer’s
deposits at commercial banks or the loans these banks provide to their cus-
tomers. Reserves are produced by the central bank, while loans and deposits
3The accounting conventions that allow banks to create money out of nothing are described
in Werner [40] and [41].
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are produced by commercial banks. As we have seen before, reserves are a
consequence of loan and deposit creation by banks. Thus, it does not make
any sense to claim that depository institutions can use the interbank market to
transfer among them the assets deposited by their clients to fund loans to the
nonfinancial sector. Furthermore, this argument also questions the widespread
view by which banks can "lend out" their reserves to nonfinancial agents. As an
example, part of the current debate about QE has to do with the inflationary
pressures that would occur if financial institutions were to lend out to nonfi-
nancial firms and households the massive amounts of excess reserves stored at
central banks. This claim is inaccurate as for that to be the case depository in-
stitutions would have to transfer those reserves to nonfinancial institutions and
households. This is not possible as these agents typically do not hold accounts
at the central bank (with possibly the exception of the Treasury). Individual
banks could dispose of their reserves by lending them to another depository
institution through the interbank market or by using them to buy an asset from
another bank. But in the aggregate, at any particular point in time, the amount
of reserves held by depository institutions is fixed as these transfers only reshuf-
fle them between individual banks. They cannot move out to the nonfinancial
sector.4
From the discussion above, if oﬃcial reserves and existing deposits do not
constrain bank lending and money creation, what does? Banks face several con-
straints, some exogenous to the banking system and some endogenous. The most
obvious exogenous constraint is capital requirements. Banks have to maintain
a fraction of their risky assets in the form of capital. As capital is expensive to
collect, the potential to create new loans (and the money associated with them)
is impaired by the amount of capital banks hold. Another limit is loan demand.
To create new money, someone has to agree to take a loan. Furthermore, banks
themselves constrain their lending behavior as they look for profitable oppor-
tunities, at a reasonable level of risk, where to place their loans. Finally, all
these constraints are also aﬀected by monetary policy as it influences the op-
portunity cost of money together with the amount of liquidity with which to
fund these loans and how the interbank market distributes it among depository
institutions. All these dimensions in which endogenous money is created will be
present in the model below.
This endogenous view of the process of money creation is slowly entering
mainstream economics. For example, Disyatat [19] uses this approach when
revisiting the bank lending channel of monetary policy. His model, however, is
partial equilibrium. Chari and Phelan [12] and Goodfriend and McCallum [25]
also include some form of endogenous deposit creation by banks. These models,
4Apart from the Treasury, the other exception is cash holdings by the nonfinancial sector.
As we withdraw cash from ATMs, banks use their reserves to get the banknotes needed to
replenish them. In normal times, however, these movements are not significant and the central
bank usually accommodates them to restore the levels of reserves held previously by banks.
In any case, to analyze the implications of a hypothetical case in which the nonfinancial sector
massively transform deposits into cash one needs a model that distinguishes between deposits
and reserves as diﬀerent objects as it is done here.
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however, assume binding reserve requirements as a constraint on the deposit
production by banks. As explained above, under the institutional arrangements
we observe in reality, this does not seem to be the case. Finally, Jakab and
Kumhof [30] as well as Bianchi and Bigio [9] represent the closest research to
this paper. Jakab and Kumhof [30] compare the response to various shocks
under the traditional view and the endogenous money creation view (what they
call "financing through money creation") and conclude the way we model bank
intermediation may have significant quantitative eﬀects. These authors argue
that reserves do not constraint loan behavior by commercial banks and so, they
abstract from reserve demand and interbank markets. Finally, as in this paper,
Bianchi and Bigio [9] also include deposit creation through loan production
together with an interbank market and monetary policy instruments such as
open market operations, reserve requirements and standing facilities. There
are, however, several diﬀerences between the two models. First, in their model
banks produce deposits and loans in real terms. Second, reserve requirements
are contemporaneous with respect to deposit creation.
Compared with this recent literature, my model incorporates an explicit con-
nection between monetary policy instruments (as summarized by open market
operations, standing facilities and lagged reserve requirements), bidding behav-
ior by banks at the open market operations, and net positions in the interbank
market and links these items to the funding of decisions on real economic activity
such as employment and production.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some
stylized facts associated with the large-small bank dichotomy in money markets.
Section 3 builds the model. Section 4 characterizes the equilibrium. Finally,
Section 5 concludes.
2 Stylized facts about the interbank market
Several papers have documented how the behavior and performance of commer-
cial banks relate to their size, among other characteristics. First, this literature
has emphasized that large banks are net buyers of funds in the interbank market
while small banks are net lenders. As mentioned in the Introduction, this obser-
vation has been consistently reported in the literature by Gambs and Kimball
[23], Furfine [21], Allen et al. [2], Stigum and Crescenzi [17] and Ashcraft et al.
[5] for the federal funds market, by Cocco et al. [15] for Portugal, by Craig and
von Peter [17] for Germany or by Raddant [35] for Italy.
Second, typically large banks borrow in the interbank market at lower rates
than small banks. For example, Angelini, Nobili and Picillo [4] use data for the
Italian interbank market, and note that bank size is the only relevant variable
that determines borrowing spreads before the 2007-2008 financial crisis. In
particular, they find that large banks borrow at significantly lower rates than
smaller banks. In fact, lender size also presents a consistently negative and
significant relationship with the lending rate during the crisis period. This
negative coeﬃcient is corroborated by Iori et al. [29] and by Raddant [35]
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who also use data for the Italian interbank market. Furthermore, Cocco et al.
[15] find that in the case of the Portuguese market larger banks trade at more
favorable rates after controlling for the degree of lending relationships and the
size of the counterparty. For the Federal Funds Market, King [31] shows how an
increase in bank size is associated with lower rates paid and a greater probability
of borrowing.
Third, large banks are more leveraged than small banks. This observation
has been documented by Laeven et al. [33] and by Gambacorta and Mistrulli
[24]. Interestingly, Demsetz and Strahan [18] also report higher leverage ratios
for large banks as compared with small banks and directly link it to the fourth
stylized fact, namely, diﬀerences in diversification. In this sense, Demsetz and
Strahan [18] show how large banks are both less capitalized and more diversified
than small banks.
In the model below, the driving force behind the diﬀerent behavior of large
and small banks is the ability of large banks to better diversify risk. I take this
observation as a primitive of the model and then show that it can yield the first
three empirical facts mentioned above.
3 The Theoretical Model
3.1 The setup
The economy consists of a continuum of identical islands with measure 1. Figure
1 depicts one such islands represented by a circle with circumference length equal
to 1. On each point of the circle there is a location which includes a measure 1
of risk averse workers and a measure 1 of risk neutral entrepreneurs. On every
island there also exist two banks, one being large and the other small. All banks
in the economy are owned by a measure 1 of risk neutral investors. Finally, there
is a public sector composed of a central bank and a deposit insurance scheme
which encompasses all islands.
There are two periods  = 0 1. On period  = 0, agents make choices. On
period  = 1 uncertainty is resolved. Workers and entrepreneurs start period
 = 0 with no resources. Each worker inelastically supplies a unit of labor and
entrepreneurs hire these workers. Capital is not needed for production. As it
will be clear below, workers could also work as auditors, monitoring commercial
banks in case these banks go bankrupt. The labor market is perfectly compet-
itive within each island, with workers being able to work for entrepreneurs in
any location.
Commercial banks connect entrepreneurs and workers. The size of each
bank refers to the number of locations it serves. In this sense, the small bank is
present in a measure  of contiguous locations where 0    05. The large
bank serves the remaining  = 1−  locations where 05   = 1−   1.
Thus, I am assuming that each location is served by just one bank and that
agents can only have business with the bank serving their location. This means
entrepreneurs can only ask for a loan to and the workers maintain deposits in
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the bank at the location they live. Without loss of generality, I take the large
bank to serve, moving clockwise, from location 0 to location  while the small
bank serves the remaining 1− , as it is shown in Figure 1.5 As explained in
the Introduction, unlike most of the previous Macroeconomic literature, these
banks create means of payments (deposits) in the process of providing loans to
entrepreneurs. Commercial banks are subject to solvency and liquidity risks.
To face these risks, at  = 0 they collect capital provided by investors and use
the liquidity facilities of the central bank as well as an economywide interbank
market. Investors are not allocated to any specific location.
Finally, the central bank sets the opportunity cost of funds and solve liquidity
problems of commercial banks. The deposit insurance scheme insures depositors
against the solvency risk of commercial banks.
3.2 Timing and balance sheets
To see the whole flow of funds, take a general bank with size , meaning serving
a measure  of contiguous locations. At the very beginning of period  = 0
this bank has no resources. Then, first, investors provide outside nominal assets
(such as government bonds or foreign IOUs) which can be in the form of equity
or deposits. For the time being, assume investors only provide equity to banks
(this is what will happen in equilibrium). Let () be the amount of equity per
location this bank receives from investors. Thus, the initial balance sheet of this
bank will read
Balance sheet of bank  when portfolio
decisions are taken by investors at  = 0
Assets Liabilities
Assets () Equity ()
Once this investment is made, and still at period  = 0, the bank seeks liquidity
at an open market operation (OMO) at the central bank. Let () be the
allotment of such an operation which uses part of the initial bank’s assets as
collateral. Thus, the balance sheet will be
Balance sheet of bank  when the open
market operation takes place at  = 0
Assets Liabilities
Reserves () Equity ()
Assets ()−()
After the OMO, the bank provides loans to entrepreneurs of () on each of the
locations it serves. When providing these loans, the bank makes a double entry
in its books. On the asset side, the bank annotates the right associated with
the loan taken by the entrepreneur. On the other hand, deposits (i.e., means of
payments) are created, and the liability side reflects the right of entrepreneurs
5Here the idea of a location should not necessarily be taken literally as a geographical place
but as market segmentation along diﬀerent bank sizes.
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(obligation for the bank) to dispose of those deposits to make payments. Thus,
the balance sheet of the bank at the time loans are granted on period  = 0 is:
Balance sheet of bank  when loans are made at  = 0
Assets Liabilities
Reserves () Deposits (ent.) ()
Assets ()−() Equity ()
Loans (ent.) ()
These loans are used by managers to pay workers for wages in advance. This
means entrepreneurs order transferring the property of these deposits to workers.
In this process there is payment uncertainty, though. Once it is resolved, banks
know whether they have an excess or deficit of reserves and access the interbank
market to compensate it. Let ( ) be the interbank lending of the bank
(borrowing if negative), which will depend upon the realization of a random
variable  to be specified below. The balance sheet now reads
Balance sheet of bank  when interbank market opens at  = 0
Assets Liabilities
Reserves ()− ( ) Deposits (ent.) ()
Assets ()−() Equity ()
Loans (interbank) ( )
Loans (ent.) ()
Finally, the transfers are made and workers keep these wages as deposits in the
bank until the following period. The period  = 0 ends after these transfers are
made. Thus, the balance sheet of the bank at the end of period  = 0 is:
Balance sheet of bank  when interbank market opens at  = 0
Assets Liabilities
Reserves ()− ( ) Deposits (work.) ()
Assets ()−() Equity ()
Loans (interbank) ( )
Loans (ent.) ()
At the beginning of period  = 1, workers go to work for entrepreneurs
and production takes place. It is at this time that production uncertainty is
resolved which makes a random fraction of entrepreneurs in each location to
produce nothing. Unlucky entrepreneurs default on their loans. Depending
on the locations each bank serves, these defaults may make some banks go
bankrupt. Auditors audit bankrupt banks while solvent banks pay returns on
deposits and equity. Once all agents receive incomes, consumption takes place.
Because there is no aggregate uncertainty, the fraction of insolvent banks at
 = 1 is known at  = 0. Thus, at  = 0, agents know the amount of workers to
be hired as auditors at  = 1 and, therefore, who will not be producing goods.
These auditors will be paid the competitive wage.
Notice () appears both in the asset and liability sides of the balance
sheet not because the bank is intermediating between depositors (workers) and
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borrowers (managers). In fact, when the loans were created, managers appeared
on both sides of the bank’s balance. It is the loan creation to make payments
what causes diﬀerent agents to be on both sides of the bank’s balance sheet. It
is in this sense that loans create deposits and not the other way around.6 Also
notice interbank loans and loans to entrepreneurs are very diﬀerent objects.
Interbank loans are done with reserves, which are supplied by the central bank.
Thus, an interbank loan does not change the size of the balance sheet of the
bank. It just increases an asset category (loans in the interbank market) at the
expense of the reduction in another category (reserves). In contrast, loans to
entrepreneurs are produced by creating deposits and, therefore, change the size
of the balance sheet by increasing both an asset (loans to entrepreneurs) and
a liability category (deposits). Finally, notice reserve holdings are used to face
liquidity risks from payments while equity is used to deal with solvency risks.
These two risks are related through the total amount of loans () which is a
decision of banks. In solving these problems, the bank will first decide on the
amount of loans, (), considering solvency risks, and then will work out its
implications for liquidity risks and reserve demand. Because both its reserve
demand as well as the loans provided to entrepreneurs (and, therefore, the
amounts of transfers to be made to workers) will endogenously vary with the
size of each bank, , some banks will be net recipients of funds and will make
them available in the interbank market while other banks will face net outflows
of funds and will demand them in the interbank market. Below I will show how
the interbank position of banks relates to bank size  and what are the factors
aﬀecting it.
The model has two building blocks: a real side and a nominal side. For
easiness of exposition I will describe below each of these blocks separately.
3.3 The nominal side (i): solvency risks
At  = 0 entrepreneurs on all islands hire workers on their islands with produc-
tion taking place at  = 1. To incorporate a role for a banking sector, suppose
direct trade between entrepreneurs and workers is not possible in the exchange
of labor and consumption goods. This impossibility can be rationalized by as-
suming that, by the time workers are hired by entrepreneurs at  = 0, there
is no commitment on the part of entrepreneurs to pay wages to workers after
production takes place at  = 1. This friction can also occur if, as in Kiyotaki
and Moore [32], commitment or resalability problems prevent the IOUs signed
at  = 0 by entrepreneurs when hiring workers to be used by these workers at
 = 1 to buy goods from other entrepreneurs. This may well happen if diﬀerent
locations produce diﬀerent goods demanded by workers. In these scenarios there
is demand for an institution that either has the technology to enforce contracts
or that produces IOUs recognizable by all agents in the economy. This is the
6As it will be clear below, all locations start identical at the time banks make their decisions.
This means banks create the same amount of loans and deposits in each location they serve.
Thus, the total balance sheet of a bank of size  is just  times the volume of the balance for
each location.
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role of banks in this model when providing loans and creating deposits.
The particular way in which information or commitment problems are re-
solved by banks is as follows. Whenever an entrepreneur wants to hire workers
at  = 0, he will ask for a loan to his local bank equal to his nominal wage
bill. Then the entrepreneur will order the bank to transfer these funds to the
accounts of the workers. For the time being, assume these workers’ accounts
are maintained in the same bank. Thus, the bank will only need to rename
the owner of those deposits. This solves the commitment problem of the entre-
preneurs as wages are paid in advance. On the other hand, it also solves any
commitment problem on the part of workers as the receipt from these transfers
is proof of the wage payments and, therefore, can be used by entrepreneurs to
claim the workers’ labor services. Additionally, deposits are homogeneous units
of account that can be used by depositors to buy goods from any producer.
When a depositor (worker) pays for consumption goods at  = 1, he transfers
these deposits to an entrepreneur. Entrepreneurs then use these funds at  = 1
to pay back the loan they asked for at  = 0. Within this process, banks face
solvency risks as entrepreneurs may fail to pay back their loans at  = 1. Banks
confront this solvency risk by accumulating capital provided by investors at the
beginning of  = 0.
3.3.1 Investors
As mentioned above, in the economy there is a measure 1 of identical, risk
neutral investors. They start period  = 0 with nominal assets , which are
distributed between bank equity, , earning a gross nominal return 1+ , bank
deposits, , with gross nominal return 1 + , or central bank certificates of
deposits, , paying interest , i.e.
+ + ≤ 
In general, total equity and deposits are distributed across all banks in the econ-
omy. Being risk neutral, investors make these portfolio decisions to maximize
their net worth at  = 1, 0, that is,
0 = (1 + )+ (1 + ) + (1 + )
Because investors diversify across all banks and islands, the total return on bank
equity and deposits is deterministic even though some of the banks are insolvent
along the way.
3.3.2 Banks
As all banks start identical, we can look at the problem of a general bank at
a representative island. Take one of these islands and a bank of size  ∈ [0 1].
Let () ∈ [0 1], be the fraction of entrepreneurs served by this bank who are
able to pay back the bank loan. Since all entrepreneurs served by this very
bank are exante identical, they will all ask for the same loan amount and the
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nonperforming loan (NPL) ratio of that bank will be 1 − (). Assume this
fraction () is a random variable with marginal distribution denoted Ξ(; )
and corresponding density (; ). Let () be the mean of Ξ(; ). I impose
the following assumptions.
Assumption 1 Ξ(; ) is such that:
(i) Ξ(; ) is continuously diﬀerentiable with respect to both  and , for all
 ∈ [0 1] and  ∈ [0 1],
(ii) () = , for all  ∈ [0 1],
(iii) for any  and  such that   , and any  ∈ [0 1]Z 
0
Ξ(; ) ≤
Z 
0
Ξ(; )
with strict inequality over some interval in [0 1],
(iv) the generalized hazard rate
(; ) ≡ (; )
1− Ξ(; )
is increasing in  for all  ∈ [0 1] and decreasing in  for a subset [0 b()]
that may depend on .
Assumption (i) is needed to produce the analytical results below. Assump-
tions (ii) and (iii) impose that the distribution of solvent entrepreneurs faced
by smaller banks represent a mean preserving spread with respect to that of
larger banks. So, apart from indexing the size of the bank,  is also a measure
of diversification.7 As mentioned in Section 2, this assumption includes as a
primitive of the model the observation reported by Demsetz and Strahan [18]
of large banks as being more diversified than small banks. Assumption (iv) is
needed for banks’ default risk to be reduced with size. This condition is shared
by a large family of distributions including their truncations.8
In this economy, banks are a payment technology. Take, again, a general
bank of size . By the time this bank starts functioning at  = 0, it has collected,
per location it serves, ()+() of assets from investors from which() are in
the form of deposits and() are in the form of equity. Banks take these funding
choices as given. At this point, the bank makes loans, (), to all the managers
on each of the locations that bank serves. These loans are then transferred to
7The Appendix shows how this can be achieved with a continuum of locations. The basic
idea is to impose that the fraction of solvent entrepreneurs on each location is correlated
with those of neighbor points with this correlation decreasing with distance. As banks serve
contiguous locations, the average solvency rate among them does not necessarily collapse to
the mean .
8 See Bagnoli and Bergstrom [6] as well as Banciu and Mirchandani [7].
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workers as wage payments. Workers maintain the funds as deposits until  = 1.
When providing loans, banks need to satisfy the capital requirement
() ≥ ()
where 0    1 is a parameter determined by regulation.
With this environment, conditional on the realization of (), the expost net
worth, per location, of a solvent bank, would be
() £1 + ()¤() +()− £1 + ()¤ [() + ()] ≥ 0
where () is the interest rate on loans and () is the interest rate on deposits.
Thus, the bank will be solvent as long as the loan recovery rate satisfies
() ≥
£
1 + ()¤ [() + ()]−()
[1 + ()]() ≡ () (1)
Expression (1) defines the minimum loan recovery rate, (), to ensure solvency
of the bank. As all banks with the same size start identical and face the same
prices, the mass of insolvent banks among those with size  will be Ξ [(); ].
Then, the expected net worth, per location, of a solvent bank will be9Z 1

£(1 + )+− (1 + )( + )¤ Ξ(; )
Using the definition of  in (1), the expected net worth becomes
(1 + )
½Z 1

Ξ(; )− [1− Ξ(; )]
¾
≡ (1 + ) [−  (; )] 
where  is the mean of the distribution Ξ(; ), which, under Assumption 1(ii),
is independent on ,
 (; ) = [1− Ξ(; )] +(; )
and
(; ) =
Z 
0
Ξ(; )
As in Bernanke et al. [8], 0 ≤  (; ) ≤ 1. Furthermore,
 0(; ) = 1− Ξ(; )  0;  00(; ) = −(; )  0
lim→0 (; ) = 0; lim→1 (; ) = 
lim→0(; ) = 0; lim→1(; ) = 
9From now on, to simplify notation, I omit reference on variables to the size of the bank,
, and just maintain it on distributions. Keep in mind, however, that all endogenous variables
at the bank level will depend on its size .
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Depositors will get back their whole deposits only if the bank serving their
location is solvent. Thus, they face default risk. Because they are risk averse,
a deposit insurance (DI) scheme is introduced in the economy. This DI insures
the face value of deposits (not the interest) and is the one negotiating the terms
of the deposit contracts with the banks. The details of the relation between
the DI and the depositors will be spelled out below. When bargaining the
terms of the deposit contract, I assume that the realization of () is private
information of investors (as equity holders) and banks and not known either by
the DI or the depositors (workers). The DI can learn the true value of ()
by hiring auditors. The nominal cost of the audit is born by the depositors
and is equal to a proportion 0    1 of the amount to be audited, that is,
()[1 + ()](). This cost is paid for with deposits. As in Carlstrom and
Fuerst [10] or Bernanke et al. [8], this information asymmetry creates a moral
hazard problem as banks have incentives to missreport the fraction of loans
defaulting. The optimal financial contract should be structured so as to induce
the bankers to truthfully report the realization of (). Carlstrom and Fuerst
[10] and Bernanke et al. [8] use the findings of Gale and Hellwig [22], Townsend
[39] and Williamson [42] to show that in this setup the optimal contract has
the form of risky debt. Notice the optimal contract is risky debt in the relation
between banks and the DI but has the form of insured deposits from the point
of view of depositors. Then, the expected revenues for the DI, per location, will
be Z 
0
£
(1− )(1 + )+¤ Ξ(; ) + [1− Ξ(; )](1 + )( + )
Again, using the definition of , these revenues become
+ (1 + ) [ (; )− (; )] 
In this case, notice that
lim→0 [ (; )− (; )] = 0; lim→1 [ (; )− (; )] = (1− )
and
 0(; )− 0(; ) = 1− Ξ(; )− (; ) = [1− Ξ(; )] [1− (; )]
with (; ) defined as
(; ) = (; )
1− Ξ(; ) 
Thus,  −  (; ) represents the fraction of expected bank revenues going to
equity holders,  (; )− (; ) represents the fraction of expected bank rev-
enues going to depositors and (; ) represent the fraction of expected bank
revenues remunerating auditors. Notice that
[−  (; )] + [ (; )− (; )] + (; ) = 
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i.e. the expected fraction of loans being repaid.
As locations are exante identical, we can define the optimization problem of
each bank for a representative location among the ones it serves. Banks take ,
, ,  and  as given and choose loan supply, , and the threshold value, ,
to maximize the return for shareholders (investors) over their opportunity cost¡
1 + ¢ [−  (; )]
(1 + ) 
subject to the participation constraint for depositors
+ (1 + ) [ (; )− (; )] ≥ (1 + ) (+)  (2)
and the capital requirement
 ≥  (3)
Notice that I am assuming the DI to have access to the certificates of deposits
issued by the central bank. Thus, the oﬃcial rate  is the opportunity cost
of deposits. On the other hand, because investors are diversifying their equity
holdings across all banks in the economy they will not be facing any risk from
this investment. Therefore, as owners of the banks they invest in, they want
to maximize the return they obtain in each bank over the other investment
possibilities, namely, central bank certificates of deposits and bank deposits,
both of which provide a return equal to .
When solving this maximization problem, I will not include the constraint
(3). After solving the problem I will check whether this constraint binds or not.
Let  be the leverage of the bank defined as
 = 
In equilibrium the return on internal funds (equity) at the bank will weakly
exceed the opportunity cost. Then, investors will neither deposit any of their
initial funds ( = 0) nor buy central bank certificates of deposits ( = 0) and
will provide only equity to the bank. With this in mind, the problem of the
bank can be rewritten as choosing leverage  and the threshold  to maximize
the equity premium µ
1 + 
1 + 
¶
[−  (; )] (4)
subject to the participation constraint for the DI£
(1 + )− (1 + ) ( (; )− (; ))¤ = 1 (5)
Let  be the Lagrange multiplier associated with (5). The first order con-
ditions determining bank leverage, , the bank solvency threshold level, , and
the Lagrange multiplier, , are, respectively,µ
1 + 
1 + 
¶
[−  (; )] +  £(1 + ) ( (; )− (; ))− 1− ¤ = 0 (6)
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 0() = (1 + ) [ 0(; )− 0(; )]  (7)
and
(1 + ) = 1
1−
µ
1 + 
1 + 
¶
[ (; )− (; )]
 (8)
As shown in the Appendix, this system defines a positive relationship be-
tween the cutoﬀ value, , bank leverage, , the lagrange multiplier, , and the
loan rate, , for a given level of the oﬃcial rate (1 + ). Furthermore, this
relationship determines, for a given level of initial equity, , a positively sloped
loan supply function. Larger loan rates  induce banks to increase leverage
through providing more loans to managers. The Appendix also shows that the
loan supply function is perfectly elastic at rate
1 + min = 1 + 

 
while it becomes unbounded as 1 +  → (1 + )[(1 − )]. Finally, it can be
shown (see the Appendix) that the expected bank equity premium equals

1 +  =
µ
1 + 
1 + 
¶
[−  (; )] = 1
(1 + ) [1− (; )] =  (9)
while the deposit rate is
 =  + (1 + )
Z 
min
[− (1− )] Ξ(; ) (10)
The capital constraint (3) imposes an upper bound on leverage
 ≤ 1
and, therefore, for a given level of equity , there is a limit on the amount of
loans banks can provide, . Notice this leverage bound is common to all banks.
To incorporate this constraint use (5) so that it must be the case that
 ≤ (1 + )− (1 + ) ( (; )− (; ))  (11)
In any case, because  aﬀects the functions  (; ) and (; ), banks with
diﬀerent sizes will produce diﬀerent mappings between , ,  and . This
means the constraint (3), or its equivalent (11), may not be binding for some
banks.
3.3.3 The deposit insurance scheme
The DI stands between banks and households, negotiating the terms of the
deposit contract with banks and providing insurance to depositors. The DI
scheme is as follows. The DI insures the face value of deposits (equal to the
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nominal wage rate,  , per depositor). It collects all deposit revenues from
all banks, independently of size, and returns  to each depositor. Any excess
of the deposit revenues from banks with respect to the insurance claims from
depositors is transferred to all depositors in the economy in a lump sum fashion.
Let this nominal lump sum transfer be  .
On the one hand, notice that at  = 0 agents know how many workers will be
hired as auditors and, therefore, will not be producing at  = 1. As mentioned
above, the total bill to pay auditors is
(1 + ())(; )
With the nominal wage rate being  , the number of auditors to be hired to
monitor a bank of size  in case it goes bankrupt should therefore be
() = (1 + 
())()(; )
 
On the other hand, at  = 1 workers receive a total revenue, per location, of
() + (1 + ())() [ (; )− (; )]
of which () is the wage bill and
 () = () + (1 + ())() [ (; )− (; )]− ()
is the lump sum interest transfer.
3.4 The nominal side (ii): liquidity risk
As developed in the previous section, a bank of size  will produce, per location,
loans in the amount (). These loans are initially held by entrepreneurs as
deposits to be transferred to the workers they hire. If all workers lived in the
very same section of the circle served by the bank of their employers, the transfer
of deposits between entrepreneurs and workers will just be a renaming of these
bank’s liabilities. However, with an islandwide labor market, entrepreneurs can
hire workers from any part of the circle. Because there is a continuum of both
workers and entrepreneurs, under the Law of Large Numbers, on average, a
fraction  of those workers will live in the section of the circle served by the
bank and the other fraction (1− ) will live on outside locations served by the
other bank. This means, when transferring deposits to pay for wages, funds
equal to (1− )() will leave the bank. This is, a fraction (1− ) of the total
wage payments of the entrepreneurs, ().
On the other hand, entrepreneurs in the locations not served by the bank will
probably hire workers whose accounts are in that bank. Entrepreneurs in those
outside locations will go to the other bank and ask for a loan of size (1 − )
to pay for wages (so their total wage bill is (1− )(1− )). So, a fraction  of
those transfers will end up in our segment of the circle. This means an inflow
of funds to the bank equal to (1− )(1− ). Notice () and (1− ) may
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be diﬀerent. In the previous section we have seen these decisions depend on the
relative sizes of each bank.
Thus, when considering its liquidity needs, the bank foresees it will have a
total outflow of funds equal to (1− )() and a total inflow of funds equal to
(1− )(1− ). The problem is that the timing of these flows is uncertain. To
model this uncertainty, assume that payments to workers are done continuously
throughout the period in a sequential fashion and in a counterclockwise manner
starting from an initial point  ∈ [0 1] within the circle (see, again, Figure
1). This starting point , though, is random and distributed uniformly on the
interval [0 1]. Its realization is idiosyncratic to each island. Clearly, if  falls
within the locations served by, say, the small bank, as on Figure 1, that bank
will start with an inflow of funds as the large bank starts transferring wages to
clients of the small bank. On the contrary, if  falls outside the locations served
by the small bank, that bank will start with an outflow of funds as it starts
transferring wages to clients of the large bank. The reason of modeling the
continuous of islands aims at having diﬀerent banks with diﬀerent sizes facing
diﬀerent liquidity needs once all idiosyncratic liquidity risks are realized.
All payments among banks are done in reserves. These reserves are provided
by the central bank through an open market operation (OMO) performed at
the very beginning of period  = 0, before uncertainty about the initial location
receiving funds, , is resolved. The OMO is done through a fixed rate, full
allotment, tender. The interest rate of the operation is the oﬃcial rate . Let
() denote the allotment to bank . Once  is resolved, given this allotment
to bank  = {  }, (), and its planned loan provision, (), each bank on
each island can compute the evolution of its liquidity throughout period  = 0.
Without recourse to the interbank market, the bank starts period  = 0 with
() reserves. Now, two things may happen, namely, that the realization of 
falls within the locations served by bank  or within the locations served by the
other bank. To fix ideas, I will work out the problem faced by the small bank
( = ) in Figure 1. I will then provide equivalent expressions for the large
bank of this island which can be worked out similarly.
Start by assuming that the initial location receiving payments is not served
by the small bank, i.e.  ∈ (0 1− ]. Because payments are done continuously
in a counterclockwise manner, funds will leave the bank at the rate () for
the first fraction  of the period. Thus, the average reserve holdings for this
section of the period will beZ 
0
[()− ()]  (12)
Once these payments are done, it will be the turn of the locations served by
the small bank which means this bank will experience an inflow of funds at
the rate (1 − )(1 − ). Notice at the time the bank starts receiving funds,
its liquidity position has reached a level of () − (). Thus, the average
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reserve holdings for this section of the period will beZ 
0
[()− ()+ (1− )(1− )]  (13)
Once all locations of the bank have received payment, it will be the turn of the
reminder outside locations. They represent a mass 1−  −  of the circle and,
again, funds will leave the bank at the rate (). Notice that the level of funds
at the bank starts at () − () + (1 − )(1 − ) so that the average
reserve holdings will beZ 1−−
0
[()− ()+ (1− )(1− ) − ()]  (14)
Adding terms (12) through (14), the average reserve position of the bank
throughout period  = 0 would be
()− L+ (1− )
2
L+
(1− )
2
[(1− )− ()]−() (15)
where
L = (1− )(1− ) + ()
is total payments done at the island and () is the reserve requirement that
needs to be satisfied by the bank (which are predetermined and may equal 0).
On the other hand, if the initial location receiving payments is served by the
small bank, i.e.  ∈ (1− 1], then funds will initially enter the bank at the rate
(1− )(1− ) for the first fraction − 1 +  of the period. Performing similar
computations as above produces an average reserve position of the bank equal
to
()− (1− )(1− )L+ (1− )
2
L+
(1− )
2
[(1− )− ()]−() (16)
By inspecting (15) one can see that, given the OMO allotment, (), and
the planned loan and deposit productions, () and (1− ), whenever  falls
on outside locations, so that  ∈ (0 1 − ], the larger the realization of  the
more likely is the average reserve position to be negative. In particular, for
0 ≤  ≤ () ≡ ()−()L +
(1− )
2
+
µ
1− 
2
¶µ(1− )− ()
L
¶
(17)
the average reserve position will be positive while it will be negative for
()   ≤ 1−  (18)
Similarly, by inspecting (16) one can see that, given the OMO allotment, (),
and the planned loan and deposit productions, () and (1 − ), whenever 
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falls on inside locations, so that  ∈ (1 −  1], the smaller the realization of 
the more likely is the average reserve position to be negative. In particular, for
1−  ≤  ≤ () ≡ 1− ()−()
(1− )L −

2
− 
2
µ(1− )− ()
L
¶
(19)
the average reserve position will be negative while it will be positive for
()   ≤ 1 (20)
Assume the central bank oﬀers two permanent standing facilities. First,
there is a marginal lending facility in which commercial banks can obtain as
much liquidity as needed at a penalty rate   .10 Second, there is a
deposit facility in which commercial banks can place any excess liquidity remu-
nerated at the rate   .11 Now assume an economywide interbank market
opens at the beginning of period  = 0 right after the uncertainty about  is re-
solved. In this market, banks with excess reserves can provide liquidity to banks
with liquidity deficits. Let ( ) be the lending of the bank in the interbank
market (borrowing if negative) for a particular realization of . Clearly, under
no uncertainty about the liquidity position at  = 1, which is the case here once
the value of  is known, if the return on lending in the interbank market is
larger than the rate of the deposit facility,  , and the cost of borrowing in
the interbank market is smaller than the rate of the marginal lending facility,
 , it must be the case that the supply of funds in the interbank market will
equal either (15) or (16), that is, if  ∈ (0 1− ]
( ) =()−()− L+ (1− )
2
L+
(1− )
2
[(1− )− ()] (21)
while if  ∈ (1−  1]
( ) = ()−()− (1− )(1− )L+ (1− )
2
L
+
(1− )
2
[(1− )− ()]  (22)
Notice a particular small bank in a particular island will be a lender or a bor-
rower in the interbank market depending on its particular realization of  as
compared with its threshold (17) and (19).
Because there are solvency risks in this economy and because loans in the
interbank market are unsecured, a bank demanding reserves will have to pay a
10Actually, when in place, commercial banks can borrow from marginal lending facilities
against the presentation of eligible collateral as they do with the OMO.
11Nowadays many central banks oﬀer explicitly such facilities with the aim of setting a
corridor for overnight rates. Such corridors do also implicitly exist whenever these facilities
are not provided. In such cases, the rate of the discount window (plus a valuation of any
nonpecuniary costs associated with its use) can provide an upper bound (corresponding to
the marginal lending rate) while zero provides the lower bound (corresponding to the deposit
rate).
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spread or risk premium, call it (), to lenders. With this premium, lenders are
sure to obtain on average a rate  on that loan. Since the default probability
of a bank of size  is Ξ [(); ], the spread paid by these banks in case they
borrow in the interbank market should satisfy
1 +  = [1− Ξ ((); )] [1 + + ()]
or
() = Ξ [(); ]
1− Ξ [(); ] (1 + ) (23)
Thus, the condition for trade in the interbank market to happen is    
+ ()   .
With all this information, we are now ready to solve for the bank’s bid at the
OMO. Remember by the time this OMO takes place banks are uncertain about
the timing of payments, namely, the realization of . Thus, the bank maximizes
the expected profits from liquidity management. The costs of obtaining liquidity
are represented by the oﬃcial rate 1 + . The net revenues will depend on the
position of the bank in the interbank market which itself will depend upon the
realization oh . For  ∈ (0 ] and  ∈ (  1] the bank will have excess
reserves that can be loaned out in the interbank market obtaining a rate 1 + 
while for  ∈ ( 1 − ] or  ∈ (1−  ] the bank will have a reserve deficit
that will be borrowed from the interbank market at the rate 1+ + (). Then
expected profits from liquidity management equal
Π [()] = (1 + )
Z ()
0
( )+ (1 + + ())
Z 1−
()
( )
+(1 + + ())
Z ()
1−
( )+ (1 + )
Z 1
()
( )
−(1 + )() (24)
where ( ) and ( ) are, respectively, displayed in (21) and (22).
Taking first order conditions with respect to () in (24) produces the
following demand for reserves at the OMO
() = () + (1− )
2
L− (1− )
2
[(1− )− ()]
−(1− )L
µ  − 
()
¶
 (25)
Substituting this demand in either (21) or (22) yields the supply of funds in the
interbank market: if  ∈ (0 1− ]
( ) = (1− )L
µ
1− 
 − 
()
¶
− L (26)
while if  ∈ (1−  1]
( ) = (1− )L
µ
1− 
 − 
()
¶
− (1− )(1− )L (27)
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Several comments regarding (25), (26) and (27) are in order here. First,
notice the role of reserve requirements. They are just incorporated determinis-
tically in the reserve demand at the OMO and do not aﬀect the supply of funds
in the interbank market. These requirements could well be set at 0 without no
implications on the equilibrium at the interbank market. Second, because each
island contains a small bank and because the realization of  is idiosyncratic to
each island, there will be one small bank on each value of  and the total supply
of funds in the interbank market by small banks, (), will be
() =
Z 1−
0
( )+
Z 1
1−
( )
= (1− )
µ
1
2
− 
 − 
()
¶
L (28)
Thus, the only individual variable entering the supply of interbank funds by
small banks is their borrowing spread. Again, all deterministic reserve needs
derived from diﬀerent loan behavior or diﬀerent sizes are anticipated and taken
care of with the bidding behavior at the OMO.
From the discussion above, we can see that although the derivations have
been done for small banks, nothing prevents the same computations to be done
for the large bank. The only diﬀerence is that if  ∈ (0 1−] the bank will start
with an inflow of funds while if  ∈ (1 −  1] the bank starts with an outflow
of funds. So, repeating the derivations above for the large bank, the supply of
funds in the interbank market: if  ∈ (0 1− ] would be12
(1−  ) = L−(1− )L 
 − 
(1− ) 
The thresholds for this magnitude to be positive or negative is now
(1− ) ≡ (1− )
2
+
µ
1− 
2
¶µ(1− )− ()
L
¶
−(1− )−(1− )
(1− )L (29)
so that the reserve position will be negative if
0   ≤ (1− )
and positive if
(1− )   ≤ 1− 
On the other hand, if  ∈ (1−  1], the supply of funds is
(1−  ) = (1− )(1− )L−(1− )L 
 − 
(1− ) 
12Notice in this case the large bank will start with an inflow of funds.
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The thresholds for this magnitude to be positive or negative is now
(1− ) ≡ 1 + (1− )−(1− )L −

2
− 
2
µ(1− )− ()
L
¶
− (30)
so that the reserve position will be positive if
1−    ≤ (1− )
and negative if
(1− )   ≤ 1
Similarly, the demand for funds at the OMO for large banks will be,
(1− ) = (1− ) + (1− )
2
L+
(1− )
2
[(1− )− ()]
−(1− )L
µ  − 
(1− )
¶
 (31)
Again, as there is also a continuum of islands with one bank each and the
realization of  is idiosyncratic to each island, the total supply of funds in the
interbank market by large banks, (1− ), will be
(1− ) =
Z 1−
0
(1−  )+
Z 1
1−
(1−  )
= (1− )
µ
1
2
− 
 − 
(1− )
¶
L (32)
Looking at (28) and (32) one can see that the net position in the interbank
market of large and small banks will depend on the spread between the oﬃcial
and the interbank rates,  − , together with the borrowing premium of each
class of banks, () and (1− ). Below I will solve for the interbank rate and
evaluate the net position of large and small banks in the interbank market.
There is an additional point to be made here. As the reader may have no-
ticed, liquidity costs are not included in the solvency problem above. One may
think that the revenues/costs of maintaining a liquidity position should be taken
into account when determining the amount of loans to be made by the bank.
This is not done for two reasons. First, the liquidity and solvency problems
are separated for tractability. The solvency problem becomes complicated if it
includes also the liquidity problem. This is because the liquidity costs, aﬀecting
solvency risk, depend on the default probability through the interbank borrow-
ing premium. Second, actual depository institutions take liquidity management
as a residual of other operations of the bank. This means they conduct opera-
tions on other parts of the balance sheet and then find reserves to back up those
positions. In this sense, here I assume these liquidity costs of interbank trade
associated with payments by banks are relatively small and therefore negligible
when considering solvency risks.
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Finally, the reader may have also noticed that on  = 1, as workers pay
entrepreneurs for the purchase of consumption goods, new transfers of reserves
between banks will take place depending on the consumption patterns of these
workers. On this regard, I concentrate only on the net positions of banks in the
interbank at  = 0 and ignore flows on  = 1 by assuming that the interbank
market is closed on this later date and reserve compensation is done through
the standing facilities of the central bank. This is done for two reasons. First, I
would like to keep the analysis as simple as possible without the need to explic-
itly modelling the consumption patterns of workers through diﬀerent locations
or the resolution of bank’s defaults. Second, in a fully dynamic general equilib-
rium model, there will be a continuation value of keeping reserves at  = 1 if the
time horizon continues after that date. As I have not modelled this continuation
value, I prefer to ignore reserve demand in the interbank market on that day
and concentrate on net positions at  = 0.
3.5 The real side: workers and entrepreneurs
In each location there is a continuum of measure one of workers and a measure
one of entrepreneurs. As these locations are formally identical, I will describe
the problem in one of them. Workers supply inelastically one unit of labor to
the market. Independently of working as auditors or for an entrepreneur, they
all receive the certain equilibrium nominal wage  plus the DI transfer  so
that their utility will be

µ + 

¶
= ( + ) (33)
where  is the nominal price level,  is the real wage and  is the real value
of the DI transfer. In this expression  is a strictly increasing, strictly concave
function satisfying the Inada conditions.
Entrepreneurs in any location  demand labor. If an entrepreneur  in loca-
tion  hires  workers, his output will be
()
with 0    1. The parameter  indexes the level of technology and is equal for
all entrepreneurs in all locations on any island. Furthermore,  is an indicator
function taking value 1 or 0. Treating all entrepreneurs symmetrically, from the
point of view of a single entrepreneur in a particular location  at  = 0, he
will be able to produce ( = 1) with probability  and will not be able to
produce ( = 0) with probability 1 −  . Therefore, with probability  the
entrepreneur will have access at  = 1 to the real value of the profits derived from
selling his production while with probability 1 −  the entrepreneur will not
be able to produce anything. From the point of view of the location,  is also
the random fraction of entrepreneurs in location  who will be able to produce
at  = 1. Notice this probability is itself a random variable with marginal
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distribution function Ξ().13
Because managers enter the period with no resources, and because wages
need to be paid for in advance, managers have to ask for a loan to the bank in
their location. Because  and  are realized after the labor decision is taken
and because of limited liability, all entrepreneurs in location  choose the same
amount of labor,  =  , to maximize expected real profits
() =  £ − (1 + )¤ (34)
where  is the nominal interest rate on loans in the location the entrepreneur
lives which equals either () or () on which bank serves that location.
The first order condition with respect to labor input for the manager is
−1 = (1 + ) (35)
so that demand for labor is
(  ) =
"

(1 + )
#1(1−)
 (36)
and expected real profits are
() = 
⎡
⎣(1− )
Ã

(1 + )
!1(1−)⎤
⎦  0
Nominal loan demand of these entrepreneurs in that location will therefore be
 =(  ) =
"

(1 + )
#1(1−)
= 
"

(1 + )
#1(1−)
 (37)
4 General equilibrium
4.1 Characterization
As mentioned above, there are two types of banks in the economy with sizes
0    05    1. For simplicity, let  =  and  = 1 − . To
characterize the equilibrium of this economy, start with investors. These agents
split their nominal assets, , between equity in all banks in the circle, that is,
() + (1− )(1− ) = 
This is repeated for all islands in the economy as they all start identical. For all
banks to be financed through equity, and therefore function, it must be the case
that investors should receive the same expected return on all types of equity.
13The Appendix shows how to connect the distribution Ξ() at the location level with the
distribution Ξ( ) at the bank level.
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Furthermore, competition in the market for bank equity will drive down the
return on equity to its opportunity cost, . Using (9) this means that
() = (1− ) =  = 1
This condition determines, for each bank, an equilibrium solvency threshold
level () satisfying
1−  [(); ] = 1
1 +   (38)
where  is either  or 1 − . With these threshold levels, FOCs (6) and (8)
provide with the equilibrium leverage () and loan rate () for each bank
1 +  =
∙
1 + ()
1 + 
¸
[−  [(); ]]
+(1 + ()) ( [(); ]−  [(); ]) (39)
() = min
½
1
1 +  − (1 + ()) [ [(); ]−  [(); ]] 
1

¾
 (40)
Leverage () together with bank equity () generate the supply of loans to
be produced in each of the locations served by each bank
() = ()()
On the other hand, given the real wage rate, , and the loan rates (),
expression (36) determines the demands for labor by entrepreneurs
 £() ¤ = ∙ 
(1 + ())
¸1(1−)

Since labor demand is the same for all locations served by each bank, equilibrium
in the labor market implies that
1− =  £() ¤+ (1− ) £(1− ) ¤
= 
∙ 
(1 + ())
¸1(1−)
+ (1− )
∙ 
(1 + (1− ))
¸1(1−)
(41)
where the left hand side is the aggregate labor supply for production purposes
which equals, 1 − , that is, total labor minus total auditing services. The
total measure of auditors for the whole economy will be
 = ()Ξ [(); ] +(1− )Ξ [(1− ); 1− ]
=
(1 + ())() [(); ]
 Ξ [(); ]
+
(1 + (1− ))(1− ) [(1− ); 1− ]
 Ξ [(1− ); 1− ] (42)
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Additionally, given the price level,  , the real wage rate, , and the loan
rates (), expression (37) determines nominal loan demands by entrepreneurs
 £()   ¤ = £() ¤ =  ∙ 
(1 + ())
¸1(1−)

Because loan demand is the same for all locations served by each bank, equilib-
rium in the loan market implies that
() =  £() ¤ =  ∙ 
(1 + ())
¸1(1−)
and
(1− ) =  £(1− ) ¤ =  ∙ 
(1 + (1− ))
¸1(1−)

These expressions together with (41) and (42) determine the price level  to-
gether with the nominal (or real) wage rate  (or ). Notice loan supply must
equal loan demand on each location, i.e.
 £() ¤ = () = ()()
Thus, given the chosen leverages, (), bank capital must be allocated across
banks for this condition to be met for all of them. Additionally, deposit rates
() are computed from
() =  + (1 + ())
Z ()
min
[()− (1− )] Ξ(; )
Because there is a measure 1 of both large and small banks, from (28) and
(32) equilibrium in the money market implies
() + (1− ) = (1− )
µ
1
2
− 
 − 
()
¶
L+(1− )
µ
1
2
− 
 − 
(1− )
¶
L = 0
so that the equilibrium interbank rate is
 =  − ()(1− )() + (1− )  (43)
Substituting back this rate in (28) and (32) produces the net position of small
and large banks:
() = (1− )
2
µ()− (1− )
() + (1− )
¶
L (44)
and
(1− ) = (1− )
2
µ(1− )− ()
() + (1− )
¶
L (45)
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Notice that although the interbank rate is below the oﬃcial rate,   , see
(43), the rate paid by borrowers which includes the risk premium exceeds the
oﬃcial rate, i.e., for small banks,
+ () =  + ()
2
() + (1− )  

while for large banks
+ (1− ) =  + (1− )
2
() + (1− )  

Furthermore, substituting the equilibrium rates in (25) and (31) produces, re-
spectively, the bids of small and large banks:
() = () + (1− )
2
L− (1− )
2
[(1− )− ()]
−(1− )L (1− )() + (1− ) (46)
and
(1− ) = (1− ) + (1− )
2
L+
(1− )
2
[(1− )− ()]
−(1− )L ()() + (1− )  (47)
Finally, for completeness, notice that substituting equilibrium bids (46) and
(47) in the thresholds (17), (19), (29) and (30) yields
() = (1− ) = (1− ) ()() + (1− )
while
() = (1− ) = 1−  ()() + (1− ) 
Notice 0    1−     1 as needed.
4.2 The role of diversification, 
As mentioned above, the system (38)-(40) determines the cutoﬀ value, (),
bank leverage, (), and the loan rate, (), for small and large banks (so
that  could be either  or 1−). The question is how these equilibrium values
change with the size (diversification) of banks, . Unfortunately, the answer to
this question depends on the particular set of distribution function Ξ(; ) and
there are no general results. To see this, applying the implicit function theorem
to (38), we see that
0() = − (; )
∙ (; )

¸−1
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evaluated at the equilibrium threshold (). By Assumption 1(iv) the denom-
inator is positive and the numerator is negative provided ()  b(). This
means that, under Assumption 1, the threshold () is increasing with diver-
sification.
However, another issue is the eﬀect of diversification on the bank default
probability, Ξ [(); ], and leverage (). The total eﬀect on the default
probability is
Ξ [(); ]
 =
Ξ (; )
 
0() + Ξ (; ) 
again evaluated at the equilibrium threshold (). The first term of the right
hand side is positive while, in general, for low values of (), the second term
is negative. Thus, the total derivative is ambiguous. This makes the eﬀect on
leverage ambiguous too.
Intuition, however, tells us that an increase in risk associated with a decrease
in diversification, , would drive an increase in the default probability and a
reduction in leverage.14 The reason is that keeping the threshold () and
leverage, (), constant, an increase in risk will make some banks raise their
returns while some other banks will experiment larger losses. Therefore, if small
banks had the same threshold, leverage and loan rates than large banks, they
will produce larger monitoring costs reducing the expected return of depositors
and their equity holders would have larger expected returns. To drive the returns
of both equity holders and depositors to their opportunity costs, bank leverage
have to decrease as well as the threshold. The reduction on the threshold,
though, does not totally compensate the increase in default risk so that small
banks default at a larger rate than large banks. Then, we should observe
()  (1− ); Ξ [(); ]  Ξ [(1− ); 1− ] ; and ()  (1− )
If this is the case, then expression (23) tells us that the risk premium small
banks have to pay to borrow at the interbank market should be larger than that
of large banks, that is
()  (1− )
so that, from (44) and (45), small banks are net lenders in the money market
(()  0) while large banks are net net borrowers ((1 − )  0). Further-
more, let Θ() be the excess reserves above reserve requirements and expected
payment needs bank  = { 1− } bids at the OMO, that is
Θ() =()−()− (1− ) [()− (1− )] 
Looking at (46) and (47), these excess reserves are
Θ() = (1− )
2
L− (1− )
2
[()− (1− )]
−(1− )L (1− )() + (1− ) 
14 See Acosta-Ormaechea and Morozumi [1], Cesa-Bianchi and Fernandez-Corugedo [11],
Chugh [14] or Dorofeenko et al. [20], among others, for a similar discussion within the context
of an agency cost model between banks and entrepreneurs.
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It is easy to see that lower payment needs, ()  (1 − ), by small banks
together with a larger premium, ()  (1 − ), make small banks demand a
larger amount of excess reserves at the OMO as compared with large banks.
These excess reserves are then oﬀered at the interbank market.
5 Conclusions
This paper develops a new model of banking and payment systems to rationalize
the idea that small banks tend to be net sellers of funds in money markets while
large banks tend to be net borrowers. When developing the model, care has
been taken in reproducing actual institutions present in our monetary systems.
In particular, broad money (deposits) is created by commercial banks and used
by the nonfinancial sector of the economy to finance the real activity. At the
same time, narrow money is created by the central bank, used by commercial
banks to face the net payments derived from the creation of broad money and
exchanged between these banks through the interbank market. The connection
between these two layers of liquidity (narrow and broad) is provided by the
endogenous loan and deposit creation of commercial banks.
With this model in hand, the paper then shows that the reason for the money
market dichotomy associated with bank size can be linked to the lower diversi-
fication and higher solvency risks exhibited by small banks. Because of higher
risk, small banks face higher premiums when borrowing unsecured from money
markets. Thus, they have incentives to bid an excess of reserves at the central
bank open market operation and oﬀer these reserves at the interbank market.
Large banks face the opposite problem. There is no need to impose other types
of exogenous asymmetries between banks with diﬀerent sizes with respect to the
degree of risk aversion, deposit-taking costs or opacity. Of course these other
dimensions could be relevant to explain the observed diﬀerences between large
and small banks. However, this paper contends that the mechanism associated
with these diﬀerences should be analyzed in a model as presented here that
reproduces actual monetary institutions. Furthermore, the model presented
here produces several testable implications. Apart from the money market di-
chotomy, small banks in the model maintain lower leverage ratios or pay larger
borrowing rates in money markets than larger banks. These implications are
corroborated by the data.
As a final remark, the model presented here is static and there is no aggre-
gate risk. Thus, it is just natural to embed it into a DSGE model to analyze
the dynamic eﬀects associated with endogenous leverage at the banking sector.
Relevant issues are the analysis of the risk-taking channel of monetary policy,
the connections between macroprudential policy and liquidity provision by the
central bank, or exit strategies of QE, among other topics. All these questions
are left for future research.
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A Construction of Ξ(; )
Let the circle be divided in 2 identical contiguous intervals called villages
so that each village covers a measure 1(2) of continuous locations. Let
 ∈ [0 1], be the fraction of entrepreneurs living in village  ∈ {1 2    }
who are able to pay back the bank loan. Assume all these fractions ,  ∈
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{1 2     2}, are random variables with identical marginal distributions (not
necessarily independent) denoted Ξ(). Let  and  be, respectively, the mean
and standard deviation of Ξ(). Furthermore, assume the fractions ,  ∈
{1 2     2}, are correlated across villages in the following manner. The co-
variance between the fraction of solvent entrepreneurs in villages  and , for
all  ∈ {1 2     2} and  ∈ {1 2     2}, is assumed to be
[  ] = 2 [1− 4( )] (48)
where ( ) is the minimum distance, along the circumference of the circle,
between villages  and  as measured by the distance between their center
locations, and  ∈ [0 1] is a parameter. Thus, the correlation of the fraction of
solvent entrepreneurs gets smaller with distance with this correlation ranging
from 1 (for arbitrarily close villages) to 1 − 2 (for locations opposite in the
circle). The parameter  controls the minimum correlation observed in the
circle which happens between opposite locations.
Now take a general bank of measure  meaning serving a number 2 of
contiguous villages. Let ∆ be the set of contiguous villages this bank serves.
Define the average solvency rate of entrepreneurs among all villages served by
bank  as
() = 1
2
X
∈∆

Because the realization of  is correlated among neighbor locations, this aver-
age default rate () is itself also a random variable following the probability
distribution Ξ(; ). Let () and () be, respectively, the mean and standard
deviation of Ξ(; ). Clearly, the mean of this distribution is
() =  [()] = 1
2
X
∈
() = 
while, from (48), the variance is
2() =   [()] = 1
(2)2
X
∈∆
X
∈∆
[  ]
= 2 − 4
2
(2)2
X
∈∆
X
∈∆
( )
For 2 ≤  + 1 (so that the bank could cover up to a little more than 50
percent of the loan market), it can be shown that
2() = 2 − 4
2
(2)2
∙
(2)2 − 1
3
¸

Clearly, 2() is decreasing in bank size, .15 Also notice that, as  →∞, the
15The case 2  +1 is a little bit more cumbersome to compute. In that case, however,
the volatility of () is still decreasing in . As this case is not relevant empirically, it has not
been worked out here.
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variance settles at
lim→∞
2() = 2 − 4
2
3
which also decreases with the degree of diversification .
B The Loan Supply Schedule
Here I show how to derive the properties of the loan supply schedule from ex-
pressions (6)-(8) in the text. For convenience, these expressions are reproduced
here:µ
1 + 
1 + 
¶
[−  (; )] +  £(1 + ) ( (; )− (; ))− 1− ¤ = 0 (49)
 0(; ) = (1 + ) [ 0(; )− 0(; )]  (50)
and
(1 + ) = 1
1−
µ
1 + 
1 + 
¶
[ (; )− (; )]
 (51)
The argument closely follows the derivations in Bernanke et al. [8]. First,
notice that, for given rates  and ,
 0(; )− 0(; ) = 1− Ξ(; )− (; ) = [1− Ξ(; )] [1− (; )]
with
(; ) = (; )
1− Ξ(; )
being the hazard rate. By assumption i(iv), (; ) is a strictly increasing
function of . This means there must be a level of  , call it ∗, such that
 (; )−(; ) is maximum which implies that leverage, , defined by (51) is
also maximum. Thus, the relevant range to choose  from should be  ∈ [0 ∗].
No bank will choose a higher cutoﬀ level  if, at the same leverage there is a
lower level for  such as depositors are indiﬀerent between the two. This is
because the lower level for  saves on monitoring costs.
Use (50) to define the Lagrange multiplier  as a function of the cutoﬀ level
:
(; ) = 
0(; )
(1 + ) [ 0(; )− 0(; )] 
Taking derivatives we have
0() =  [
0(; )00(; )−  00(; )0(; )]
(1 + ) [ 0(; )− 0(; )]  0
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for all  ∈ [0 ∗]. Furthermore, notice
lim→0() =
1
1 +  ; lim→∗() =∞
Thus, expression (50) defines a one-to-one increasing mapping between the cutoﬀ
level  and the Lagrange multiplier .
Next, from (49) define the function
1 +  = () ≡ ()(1 + 
)
−  (; )
1 +  + () [ (; )− (; )]

Again, it can be shown that
0() ≡
∙ ()0()
(1 + )()
¸ −  (; )
−  (; )
1 +  + () [ (; )− (; )]
 0
for all  ∈ [0 ∗]. Also, notice
lim→0() =
1 + 
 ; lim→∗(; ) =
1 + 
 (; )− (; ) 
1 + 
(1− ) 
Thus, expression (49), together with (50), define a one-to-one increasing map-
ping between the cutoﬀ level  and the loan rate . Notice the previous expres-
sion bounds the loan rate between (1 + ) and (1 + )[(1− )].
Furthermore, use (51) to define the function
() = 1
1 +  +
() [ (; )− (; )]
−  (; ) 
Taking derivatives one can be shown that
0() ≡ 
0()
()
∙
()− 1
1 + 
¸
+
 (; )
−  (; )()  0
for all  ∈ [0 ∗] with
lim→0() =
1
1 +  ; lim→∗() =∞
Thus, expression (51), together with (49) and (50), define a one-to-one increasing
mapping between the cutoﬀ level  and the leverage . Notice, as 1+ is reduced
to (1+ ), the optimal cutoﬀ level → 0 and there will be no monitoring at
the limit.
Finally, using (49) and (51), the excess return of bank equity over its oppor-
tunity cost, µ
1 + 
1 + 
¶
[−  (; )]
equals .
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Locations
Small bank
(size S)
Large bank
(size L)
Figure 1: A representative island
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